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SOFT POMERON TRAJECTORYFROM A SATURATION MODELLeszek MotykaM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Poland(Reeived May 5, 2003)Dediated to Jan Kwiei«ski in honour of his 65th birthdayA saturation model of high energy sattering is analysed, taking intoaount the impat parameter dependene. The unitarisation is assumedto our independently at eah transverse loation. In the single satteringregime the amplitude has features harateristi for the hard Pomeron, andat very high energies the soft Pomeron trajetory is obtained. It is shown,how the string tension may be embodied into the saturation model, linkingthe Regge phenomenology, the hadron struture and the saturation model.PACS numbers: 13.85.Dz, 13.85.Lg1. IntrodutionAurate desription of hadron sattering at high energies ontinues be-ing a hallenge. Only the perturbative regime, probed e.g. in deep inelastisattering experiments, is well understood. Amplitudes for soft proessesare still inomputable from �rst priniples. Thus, muh ativity has beenreently direted towards extending the perturbative results for semihardproesses into the non-perturbative domain. A reasonable extrapolation ofthis kind must be based on general features of the theory. For the high energysattering, the guideline has been provided by the unitarity onstraints.In the perturbative piture of hadroni interations the total ross setionis dominated by the exhange QCD Pomeron. In the leading logarithmiapproximation the imaginary part of the forward sattering amplitude isgiven by the BFKL equation [1℄. Solutions to this equations exhibit a powerlike dependene on the ollision energy, s�P , with the Pomeron interept�P � 1:3. Consequently, the inrease of the total ross setion with energy,� � s�P�1, if ontinued, would eventually lead to a violation of the Froissartunitarity bound [2℄ valid for theories with no massless exitations.(3069)



3070 L. MotykaThe apparent violation of unitarity is a onsequene of the approxima-tion, restrited to a single exhange of the BFKL pomeron. Beyond this ap-proximation, multi-pomeron exhange and multi-pomeron interation shouldbe taken into aount. These ontributions inrease with energy faster thanthe hard pomeron amplitude and a resummation is neessary. The resumma-tion of leading terms was performed in perturbative QCD by Balitsky [3℄ andKovhegov [4℄ in a speial ase of a small onium sattering o� a large target(nuleus). Solutions to the Balitsky�Kovhegov (BK) evolution equationsgive unitary amplitudes.It was assumed in most studies of the BK equation that the dependeneon the impat parameter may be negleted. In this ase the equation givesa unitary S-matrix, with no di�usion in the impat parameter [4�8℄. Ithad been overlooked until reently, however, that the orret treatment ofthe BK equations implies a power-like growth of the interation region withenergy [9℄. Clearly, this result ontradits the Froissart bound, in spite ofunitarity of the sattering matrix at eah impat parameter. The on�itis aused by the assumption that the gluon range is in�nite, used in thederivation of the BK kernel. The disrepany disappears when the on�ningproperties of the QCD vauum are taken into aount, restriting the gluonrange to distanes smaller than one fermi. Thus, the parameters of on�ningvauum neessarily enter the high energy sattering amplitudes.Analysis of the BK equation inspired the Gole-Biernat�Wüstho� (GBW)saturation model [10℄, whih is a surprisingly simple and e�ient parametri-sation of the olour dipole ross setion, assuming unitarisation of the hardPomeron. With this model, low-x data from HERA on the total virtualphoton�proton ross setion were suessfully �tted for all virtualities downto the photoprodution limit. Even more surprisingly, the di�rative rosssetion was also orretly reprodued. In addition, the two-photon rosssetions at high energies were �tted by a generalised saturation model [11℄.We may onlude that the saturation model provides a sensible treatmentof both the perturbative and the nonperturbative regime of high energy sat-tering. A natural question arises, whether the saturation model may giveinsight into a deeply non-perturbative phenomenon of the soft Pomeron ex-hange, see e.g. [12, 13℄.When reoniling the saturation model with the Regge model one en-ounters a subtle problem. Namely, linearity of Regge trajetories hasa natural explanation in the string piture of QCD, with e�etive olourstrings (tubes) onneting olour harges. In partiular, the slope of boththe Reggeon trajetory �0R and the soft Pomeron trajetory �0P are uniquelydetermined, being inversely proportional to the string tension �. Thus, thisparameter of the non-perturbative QCD should also enter the saturationmodel.



Soft Pomeron Trajetory from a Saturation Model 3071In this paper it will be demonstrated, that the string tension may is nat-urally built into a saturation model with the impat parameter dependene.The neessary assumption is that the impat parameter pro�le of the inter-ation is given by matter density in the target hadron. Furthermore, theparameters of the Pomeron trajetory obtained from the proposed satura-tion model will be shown to agree both with the results from e�etive stringpiture and with experimental values.2. The Regge modelLet us onsider elasti sattering of hadrons at .m.s. energies squareds muh larger than the typial hadroni sale s0. We fous on the forwardpeak, so the momentum transfer jtj � s (t < 0). In the Regge model theelasti amplitudes are governed by singularities in the omplex angular mo-mentum plane. Assuming, that the dominant ontribution to the amplitudeomes from a single Regge pole, one getsMR(s; t) = FR(t)s�R(t) ; (1)with the linear Regge trajetory�R(t) ' �R + �0Rt ; (2)and FR(t) haraterising the form-fators of the olliding hadrons. At veryhigh energies, the leading ontribution to the amplitude omes from theRegge trajetory with vauum quantum numbers � the Pomeron. Thesubleading Reggeons have smaller interepts �R < �P , and may be negletedin the asymptoti limit s!1.The trajetories of subleading Reggeons may be extrapolated to positivevalues of t, that is from the sattering regime to the resonane regime. Fami-lies of states with masses Mi are then found along the trajetory, with spinsequal to �R(M2i ). The trajetories are approximately linear, both in thesattering and in the resonane domain. Suh a behaviour naturally followsfrom the string piture of quark interation at large separations. The sub-leading Regge trajetories may be related to mesons � open string states,haraterised by the value of slope�0R = 12�� ; (3)where the string tension � ' 0:18 GeV2.In the e�etive string language, the Pomeron may be interpretedas an exhange of a losed string1. The resonanes assoiated with the1 This statement may be motivated, for instane, by the ylindri topology of theperturbative two gluon ladder in the large N limit.



3072 L. MotykaPomeron should be, therefore, glueball states (see e.g. Ref. [14℄). Reently,the Pomeron exhange was studied [15, 16℄ using a orrespondene betweenQCD in four dimensions and a fundamental string theory in a speial bak-ground geometry (the AdS/CFT orrespondene [17, 18℄). This approahgives the Pomeron slope �0 = �0R4 ; (4)and the Reggeon slope onsistent with (3). These results reasonably agreewith experimental values �0R ' 0:9 GeV�2 and �0P ' 0:25 GeV�2 [14℄.Assuming the Regge form of the elasti amplitudeM, the parameters ofthe Pomeron trajetory an be determined,�P = ��y logM(s; t)����t=0 ; (5)and �0P = �2�y �t logM(s; t)����t=0 ; (6)where we introdued a variable y = log(s=s0) related to typial rapidity ofthe interation. We onsider also the slope parameter B(s) de�ned by therelation d�el(s; t)=dt ' d�el=dt(s; t = 0) exp(B(s)t). It follows thatB(s) = 2 ��t logM(s; t)����t=0 : (7)3. The saturation modelThe GBW saturation model is formulated in terms of olour dipole sat-tering o� a target proton. At high ollision energies ps, the dipole size rand the impat parameter ~b are invariant in the interation. The dipole�proton ross setion is parametrised by �d(r; s) = �0[1 � exp(�r2=4R2(s))℄with R2(s) � s�� and � = 0:29. The steep rise of the ross setion�d(r; s) � (s=s0)� for small values of r2=R2(s), harateristi for the hardPomeron, saturates to a onstant �0 at r2=R2(s) � 1. In this formula-tion, the impat parameter pro�le of the interation is impliitly given bythe Heaviside funtion, S0(b2) = �(b0 � b). We will relax this simplifyingassumption, allowing more realisti pro�les.For the sake of generality, we shall neglet the hadroni wave funtione�ets and fous on a single dipole sattering. The high energy dipole sat-tering amplitude is dominated by the imaginary part, thus one introdues areal funtion N , de�ned byMd(~r;~b; s) = isN(~r;~b; y) : (8)



Soft Pomeron Trajetory from a Saturation Model 3073The total ross setion for the dipole sattering is expressed in the standardway �d(r; s) = 2Z d2b N(~r;~b; y) : (9)We shall use the following form of the funtion N ,N(~r;~b; y) = N(�(r2; y)S(b2)) : (10)This hoie is based on the assumption that sattering amplitudes at dif-ferent values of the impat parameter are independent. The argument�(r2; y)S(b2) may be interpreted as an amplitude for a single sattering.Thus, N(�(r2; y)S(b2)) ' �(r2; y)S(b2) for �(r2; y)S(b2)� 1: (11)On the other hand, in the blakness limit the amplitude saturates the uni-tarity bound N(�(r2; y)S(b2))! 1 for �(r2; y)S(b2)!1 : (12)Those properties are realized, for instane, by a natural extension of theGBW model inorporating a non-trivial impat parameter dependeneN(~r;~b; y) = 1� exp[�(r2=r20) exp(�y)S(b2)℄ ; (13)The solution to the Balitsky�Kovhegov equation without impat parameterdependene suggests another hoie of the unitarising funtion [7℄, N(v) =v=(1 + v), so one may also onsiderN(~r;~b; y) = (r2=r20) exp(�y)S(b2)1 + (r2=r20) exp(�y)S(b2) ; (14)a onvenient parametrisation for analyti onsiderations.The features of the impat parameter pro�le S(b) are essential in thefurther analysis. The presene of mass gap in QCD implies that the largevalues of the impat parameter should be at least exponentially supressed.The exponential tail of S(b) would lead to ross setion �(s) � log2 s satu-rating the Froissart bound, up to a onstant fator. In fat, the Gaussiantail of the pro�le funtion is neessary to obtain the linear Regge trajetoryfrom the saturation model. Thus, we assumeS(b2) = exp(�Ab2) : (15)In Se. 4 it will be shown that this form of S(b) is ditated by the propertiesof the on�ning QCD vauum.



3074 L. MotykaThe elasti sattering amplitude of the olour dipole with momentumtransfer t = �q2 is dominated by its imaginary part,M(s; t = �q2) = 2isZ d2b N(~r;~b; y) exp(i~q~b) (16)and onsequently the elasti ross setion readsd�eldt = 14� ����Z d2b N(~r;~b; y) exp(i~q~b)����2 : (17)The slope parameter is given byB(s) = 12 R d2b b2N(~r;~b; y)R d2b N(~r;~b; y) : (18)Let us introdue a useful variable� = �(r2; y)S(b2) : (19)Then Z d2b b2N(~r;~b; y) = �A2 �(r2;y)Z0 d�� log��(r2; y)� � N(�) : (20)The leading term at large �(r2; y) an be extrated in a general ase, usingthe fat that N(�) ' 1 for � � 1,Z d2b b2N(~r;~b; y) = �2A2 log2(�(r2; y)) +O(log(�)) : (21)Analogously we �ndZ d2b N(~r;~b; y) = �A log(�(r2; y)) +O(1) : (22)Therefore, the slope parameterB(y) = 14A log(�(r2; y)) +O(1) (23)and �0P = ��y log(�(r2; y))8A : (24)Note, that for very large rapidities, the slope is governed by the long distanebehaviour of S(b2). Thus, the latter result is universal for all distributionswith Gaussian asymptotis.



Soft Pomeron Trajetory from a Saturation Model 3075In the saturation model framework, �(r2; y) orresponds to single ex-hange of a perturbative pPomeron, haraterised by an exponential depen-dene on the rapidity �(r2; y) = (r2) exp(�y) ; (25)where 1 + � ' 1:3 is the hard Pomeron interept and (r2) is an inreasingfuntion of the dipole size. Therefore, we �nd a simple relation onnetingthe interept of the hard (bare) Pomeron with the slope of the soft (uni-tarised) Pomeron �0P = �8A : (26)The parameter A of the impat parameter dependene is dimensionful andone expets that it should ontain information about the dimensionful pa-rameter of QCD vauum � the olour string tension �. It will be suggestedin the next setion that, indeed, these parameters may be linked.Assuming (25), one �nds the unitarised Pomeron interept for the Gaus-sian pro�le may be found from (22)�P (y) = 1 + 1y + log (r2) ; (27)for y + log (r2) � 1. The normalisation of (r2) depends on the energysale used in the de�nition of rapidity, so we speify y = log(s=s0) withs0 = 1 GeV2. Then, the information ontained in the GBW model2 maybe used to obtain (r2) ' 1 for large dipoles with r � 1 fm, and withinthe model unertainty, j log (r2)j is a number of order of one. Thus, for thease of two light hadron sattering at y � 1, it is enough to retain only theleading dependene on y �P (y) ' 1 + 1y : (28)The interept slowly varies with ollision energy, but for asymptotially highenergies the limit �P = 1 is approahed. It is interesting to ompute thevalue of e�etive interept for the energy range probed experimentally. Tak-ing into aount the model unertainty, one obtains �P = 1:11 � 0:01 atps = 100 GeV, �P = 1:08� 0:006 at ps = 500 GeV and �P = 1:07� 0:004atps = 1:8 TeV. These values are rather lose to the famous value �P = 1:08of the Donnahie�Landsho� Pomeron [19℄.A similar analysis may be performed for the exponential pro�le S(b2) �exp(�A(exp)b). One �nds �(exp)P � 1 + 2=y and �0P (exp) = �2y=(2A(exp))2.Clearly, this senario is strongly disfavoured by the data due to the inreaseof �0P with rapidity and too high values of the e�etive interept.2 In fat, one needs to know also details of S(b2) so we antiipated the result of Se. 4.



3076 L. Motyka4. Matter distribution in the hadronLet us onsider a simple model in whih a hadron is represented by abound state of two light quarks and fous on the large distane behaviourof the wave funtion. In suh ase, only the e�ets of on�nement are rele-vant and the short-range perturbative interation may be negleted. In thisapproximation the Hamiltonian for two quarks, with the mass m, onnetedby the oloured string with the string tension �, takes the form [20℄H(~p1; ~p2; ~r) =qp21 +m2 +qp22 +m2 + �j~rj ; (29)where ~p1 and ~p2 denote the quarks momenta in the meson rest frame and ~ris the quark�anti-quark separation vetor. Note, that transverse osillationsof the string are suppressed, so that the string energy is proportional to thestring length. The spetrum and eigenstates of the problem were found inRef. [20, 21℄. In the limit of very small quark masses, m2 � � the wavefuntion of the ground state is given by [21℄ (~r1) = (��)�3=2 exp(��r21=2) (30)with the quark position with respet to the entre of mass given by thethree-dimensional vetor ~r1 = ~r=2, with the longitudinal omponent rjj andthe transverse one ~b. The pro�le of the sattering amplitude in the impatparameter plane is related to matter density in the target hadron, S(b2) �R drjjj (~r1)j2, thus S(b2) = exp(��b2) : (31)This form of the pro�le funtion expliitely depends on the string tensionand will be used in the next setion to reonile the saturation model withthe string piture of high energy sattering.5. String tension and the saturation modelWe arrived at the point where a quantitative omparison between thesaturation model and the string model of high energy sattering an beperformed. First, we reall the ruial assumptions:A1. the unitarisation ours at eah value of the impat parameter inde-pendently;A2. the pro�le of the interation in the impat parameter is given by thematter density in the target hadron;A3. the large distane behaviour of the hadron wave funtion is the sameas that of two light quarks onneted by a olour string.



Soft Pomeron Trajetory from a Saturation Model 3077Then, from (15), (26) and (31) one dedues that the Pomeron slope inthe saturation model, �0P = �8� ; (32)is a funtion of the string tension. This should be ompared with the slopevalue from the string piture [15, 16℄�0P = 18�� : (33)Both the results depend reiproally on the string tension and they wouldbe idential if � = 1� ; (34)that is � ' 0:32, a value �tting well the hard Pomeron phenomenology.Conversely, using the hard Pomeron interept from the GBW model andthe string tension � = 0:18 GeV�2, one gets �0P ' 0:2 GeV�2, in reasonableaordane with the experimental measurement.Our �ndings may be summarised by the following form of the unitarisedPomeron trajetory at large energies:�P (s; t) = �1 + 1log(s=s0)�+ �8�t : (35)This result is based on a rather general assumptions and is relevant for awide lass of models. Reall also, that the model desribes the hard Pomeronexhange when the unitarity orretions are small, giving �(hard)P = 1 + �and �0P (hard) = 0:It is remarkable, that the simple saturation model reprodues well theparameters of the soft Pomeron trajetory. Let us stress, however, thatin the urrent formulation, we strongly rely on the assumption A1 of theloal saturation. Certainly, validity of this postulate may be questioned.First, the olour dipole has some size, whih may ontribute to the impatparameter pro�le of the sattering amplitude. Furthermore, some di�usionof the olour dipoles should our and �nally, the range of gluon exhange�smears out� the matter distribution in the target. A more elaborated modelof olour exhange dynamis should de�nitely address these issues. In suha model the values of parameters may get hanged and some details mayget reinterpreted. Still, we expet that the ruial features of the presentapproah should remain. In partiular, the linear Regge trajetories suggestthe Gaussian form of the pro�le, with the width expressed by the olourstring tension.



3078 L. Motyka6. ConlusionsA simple saturation model inorporating an impat parameter depen-dene was proposed, based on the assumption of loal unitarisation in theimpat parameter plane. An amplitude was investigated of a olour dipole�hadron elasti sattering at small momentum transfer. The results wereinterpreted in terms of the Regge model, both the interept and the slopeof the Pomeron trajetory were determined. It was shown, that the Gaus-sian distribution of the single sattering amplitude in the impat parameterplane is preferred by the experiment.We pointed out that the soft Pomeron may be understood either asan e�etive olour string exhange or as a unitarised hard (perturbative)Pomeron. The dual interpretation of the soft Pomeron implies that thereexists an intimate onnetion between these two approahes. In partiular,the olour string tension should enter the saturation model. We suggestedthat the olour string dynamis whih governs the light hadron struturemay provide the missing link. Namely, we observed that matter density ina �stringy� hadron has the Gaussian pro�le, whose width squared is propor-tional to the string tension. The exat quark-antiquark wave funtion wasused as an input into the saturation model and onsequently the reipro-al dependene of the Pomeron slope on the string tension arose. Both theinterept and the slope of the soft Pomeron trajetory were found to agreewell with experimental results.The analysis suggests that the impat parameter dependent saturationmodel may be appliable for soft hadroni proesses. The trajetory of thesoft Pomeron emerges as a result of subtle interplay between perturbativephysis of the hard Pomeron and the on�ning properties of the QCD va-uum. It is an intriguing question whether this mathing is just a oinideneor, it is rather a deep onsequene of the underlying theory.I am grateful to Professor Jan Kwiei«ski from whom I bene�ted a lot.Espeially, I would like to thank him for innumerable enlightening disus-sions and for ollaboration on many researh problems, whih played animportant role in my understanding of partile physis.I thank K. Gole-Biernat and R. Janik for important remarks. Thispaper was supported in part by the Polish State Committee for Sienti�Researh (KBN) grant no. 5P03B 14420.
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